Active cyber defenses based on temporal platform diversity have been proposed as way to make systems more resistant to attacks. These defenses change the properties of the platforms in order to make attacks more complicated. Unfortunately, little work has been done on measuring the effectiveness of these defenses. In this work, we use four different approaches to quantitatively analyze these defenses; an abstract analysis studies the algebraic models of a temporal platform diversity system; a set of experiments on a test bed measures the metrics of interest for the system; a game theoretic analysis studies the impact of preferential selection of platforms and derives an optimal strategy; finally, a set of simulations evaluates the metrics of interest on the models. Our results from these approaches all agree and yet are counter-intuitive. We show that although platform diversity can mitigate some attacks, it can be detrimental for others. We also illustrate that the benefit from these systems heavily depends on their threat model and that the preferential selection of platforms can achieve better protection.
INTRODUCTION
Developing secure systems is difficult and costly. The high cost of effectively mitigating all vulnerabilities and the far lesser cost of exploiting a single one creates an environment which advantages cyber attackers. New cyber defense paradigms have been proposed to re-balance the landscape and create uncertainty for the attackers [18] . One such paradigm is active defense based on temporal platform diversity.
Temporal platform diversity (or simply platform diversity) techniques dynamically change the properties of a computing platform in order to complicate attacks. Platform properties refer to hardware and operating system (OS) attributes such as instruction set architecture (ISA), stack direction, calling convention, kernel version, OS distribution, and machine instance. Various platform diversity techniques have been proposed in the literature. Emulation-based techniques change the calling sequence and instruction set presented to an application [31] ; multivariant execution techniques change properties such as stack direction or machine description using compiler generated diversity and virtualization [27, 26, 13, 9] ; migration-based techniques change the hardware and operating system of an application using containers and compiler-based checkpointing [19] ; server diversification techniques rotate a server across multiple platforms and software stacks using network proxies [24] ; self cleansing techniques change the machine instance by continuously rotating across many virtual machines and re-imaging the inactive ones [3, 10, 2] . The key point to these techniques is that platform diversity does not remove vulnerabilities, it just makes them more complicated to exploit.
Unfortunately little work has been done on understanding and quantifying the impact of temporal platform diversity on the security of a system. The following important questions often remained unanswered: how often should the platform change? How diverse are various platforms? What is the quantitative impact of platform diversity on attacks? What are the important parameters and factors for the effectiveness of a platform diversity system? Should the next platform or platform configuration be selected uniformly or preferentially? What is the optimal strategy for controlling a platform diversity system?
In this work, we take various approaches to quantitatively analyze and study active cyber defenses based on platform diversity. We use a migration-based technique (i.e. Talent [19] ) in our study and quantitatively measure its properties using four approaches. First, we perform an abstract analysis of platform diversity using algebraic models, combinatorics, and Markov models. Second, we implement the platform diversity system on a testbed and perform experiments with it using real exploits to quantitatively measure its properties. Third, we analyze the temporal migration patterns using game theory and derive an optimal strategy for selecting the next platform for five operating systems: CentOS, FreeBSD, Debian, Fedora, and Gentoo. Fourth, we model the platform diversity system running the above operating systems with and without the optimal strategy and simulate its impact on an attacker trying to compromise the system.
The quantitative results from our four approaches are consistent and in some cases surprising and counter-intuitive. Our findings indicate that although platform diversity can help protect a system against some attacks (specifically, persistent service disruption attacks), it can negatively impact security for others (specifically, fast, single compromise attacks). We show that the benefit of platform diversity techniques heavily depends on their threat models and that operational requirements and temporal parameters must be understood and fine tuned for these techniques to be effective. Moreover, we prove that preferential selection of platforms can achieve better protection and derive the optimal strategy for determining temporal patterns (i.e. the next platform).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief overview of platform diversity techniques and Talent. Section 3 describes the threat model used throughout the paper. Section 4 discusses our abstract analysis approach and its results. Section 5 discusses our testbed experiments and measurements performed on a real system. Section 6 provides the game theoretic analysis of temporal patterns and the optimal solution. Section 7 explains our simulation approach and results. Section 8 enumerates a number of lessons learned and discusses our findings. We discuss the related work in Section 9 before concluding the paper in Section 10.
PLATFORM DIVERSITY BACKGROUND
In this section, we briefly describe the active defense techniques based on platform diversity. We provide enough background for understanding the rest of the paper. More details about each technique can be found in its original publication.
Temporal platform diversity techniques change platform properties in order to make attacks more complicated. They often rely on temporal changes (e.g. VM rotation), diversity (e.g. multivariant execution), or both (e.g. migration-based techniques) to protect a system. These techniques are often implemented using machine-level or operating system-level virtualization, compiler-based code diversification, emulation layers, checkpoint/restore techniques, or a combination thereof. Emulation-based techniques such as Genesis [31] often use an application-level virtual machines such as Strata [29] or Valgrind [17] to implement instruction set diversity. In some cases, multiple instances are executed and a monitor compares their results. Multivariant execution techniques such as Reverse stack [25] (also called N-variant systems [7] ) use compiler-based techniques to create diverse application code by replacing sets of instructions with semantically equivalent ones. Migration-based techniques such as Talent [19] use operating system-level virtualization (containers) to move an application across diverse architectures and operating systems. Platform diversity can also be achieved at a higher abstraction level by switching between different implementations of servers [24] . These techniques either do not preserve the state (e.g. a web server) or they preserve it using high level configuration files (e.g. DNS server). Finally, self-cleansing techniques such as SCIT [3] only change the current instance of the platform without diversifying it. The main goal, in this case, is bringing the platform to its pristine state and removing persistence of attacks.
In this work, we use a migration-based platform diversity technique, Talent, in our analyses. Since Talent provides both temporal changes (periodic migrations) and diversity (multiple operating systems), it is a good candidate for capturing the major effects and dynamics in our quantitative analysis.
Talent
Trusted dynamic logical heterogeneity system (Talent) [19] is a framework for live-migrating critical applications across heterogeneous platforms. Talent has several design goals: i) heterogeneity at the instruction set architecture level, ii) heterogeneity at the operating system level, iii) preservation of the state of the application, including the execution state, open files and sockets, and iv) working with a generalpurpose, system language such as C. Talent uses two key concepts, operating-system-level virtualization and portable checkpoint compilation, to address the challenges involved in using heterogeneous platforms, including binary incompatibility and the loss of state and environment.
Environment Migration
The environment of an application refers to the filesystem, configuration files, open files, network connections, and open devices. Many of the environment parameters can be preserved using virtual machine migration. However, virtual machine migration can only be accomplished using a homogeneous operating system and hardware.
Talent uses operating-system-level virtualization to sandbox an application and migrate the environment. In operatingsystem-level virtualization, the kernel allows for multiple isolated user-level instances. Each instance is called a container (jail or virtual environment). This type of virtualization can be thought of as an extended chroot in which all resources (devices, filesystem, memory, sockets, etc.) are virtualized. Hence, the semantic information that is often lost in hardware virtualization is readily available in operating-systemlevel virtualization.
Talent is implemented using the OpenVZ [14] . When migration is requested, Talent migrates the container of the application from the source machine to the destination machine. This is done by synchronizing the filesystem of the containers, migrating the IP address of the source container's virtual network interface, and transferring the state of each TCP socket (sk_buff structure of the kernel). IPC and signal migration is supported in Talent through the underlying virtualization layer.
Process Migration
Migrating the environment is only one step in backing up the system because the state of running programs must also be migrated. To do this, a method to checkpoint running applications must be implemented.
Talent uses a portable checkpoint compiler (CPPC [22] ) to migrate a process state. CPPC allows Talent to checkpoint the state of the binary on one architecture and recover the state on a different architecture. To perform checkpointing, the code is precompiled to find restart-relevant variables. These variables and their memory locations are then registered in the checkpointing tool. When checkpointing, the process is paused and the values of the memory locations are dumped into a file. The checkpointing operation must occur at safe points in the code to generate a consistent view. At restart, the memory of the destination process is populated with the desired variable values from the checkpoint file. Some portions of the code are re-executed in order to construct the entire state. The checkpoint file itself must have a portable format to achieve portability across 32-bit/64-bit architectures and little/big endian machines. Talent uses the HDF5 portable file format [1] for its checkpoints.
Talent has been implemented on Intel Xeon 32-bit, Intel Core 2 Quad 64-bit, and AMD Opteron 64-bit processors. It has also been tested with Gentoo, Fedora (9, 10, 11, 12, and 17), CentOS (4, 5, and 6.3), Debian (4, 5, and 6), Ubuntu (8 and 9), SUSE (10 and 11), and FreeBSD 9 operating systems.
THREAT MODEL
We discuss multiple threat models in this paper but analysis shows that they share common features. To make the analysis more precise, we explicitly describe the core threat model in this section. Variations upon the core threat model are described in the other sections as appropriate.
In our model, the defender has a number of different platforms to run a critical application. The attacker has a set of exploits (attacks) that are applicable against some of these platforms, but not the others. We call the platforms for which the attacker has an exploit "vulnerable" and the others "invulnerable." In a strict systems security terminology, vulnerable does not imply exploitable; without loss of generality, we only consider exploitable vulnerabilities. An alternative interpretation of this threat model is that the vulnerabilities are exploitable on some platforms, but not on the other ones.
The defender does not know which platforms are vulnerable and which are invulnerable, nor does he have detection capabilities for the deployed exploits. This scenario, for example, describes the use of zero-day exploits by attackers, for which no detection mechanism exists by definition.
Since there is little attempt to isolate the inactive platforms in platform diversity systems, we assume that all platforms are accessible by the attacker, and the attacker attempts to exploit each one. Moreover, we assume that the defender does not have a recovery or re-imaging capability to restore a compromised platform. The reason for this assumption is two fold: first, typical recovery methods (e.g. clean installation of the operating system) can take a long time to complete and unless the defender has many spare platforms, it is hard to accomplish it effectively. A large number of spare platforms also implies large hardware cost for these systems (e.g. SCIT [3] ). Second, and more importantly, the goal of this paper is to study the impact of temporal platform changes, not the effectiveness of recovery capabilities being used. Hence, once exploited, a platform remains vulnerable and the attacker requires no staging time in the future.
The attacker's goal is what creates the variations in our threat model. For example, one success criteria may be for the adversary to compromise the system for a given period of time to cause irreversible damage (e.g. crash a satellite), while a different success criteria gives the attacker gradual gain the longer the system is compromised (e.g. exfiltration of information). These variations and their impact on the effectiveness of temporal platform diversity are discussed in the subsequent sections.
ABSTRACT ANALYSIS
Much of the analysis of one system using temporal platform diversity as a security strategy applies to any such system. In this section we will specify an abstraction that generically describes temporal platform diversity, which is useful as a security strategy in protecting against attacks that have a temporal requirement. We analyze a number of cases where this holds. To better convey the meanings, we use simple phrases which are examples of these cases to refer to them: crash the satellite, sneaking past a sensor, and exfiltration over a difficult channel.
1. Crash the Satellite -once the attacker has controlled the system continuously for a specified time period, the game is over and the attacker has won.
2. Sneaking past a sensor -the attacker needs control for a specified time period for an attack to succeed. Once the attacker has control for the period, the attacker's payoff function starts to increase from zero. The scenario can either be continuous or finite duration.
3. Exfiltration over a difficult channel -the attacker needs control for a specified time period for an attack to succeed. Once the attacker has control for the period, the attackers payoff function starts to increase from a positive value.
We can categorize the problem space according to a number of properties:
• the attackers temporal requirement can either be aggregate or continuous,
• the attackers payoff can be either fractional or binary (all or nothing),
• the period of usage (equivalently attack window) can either be of fixed duration or ongoing, and Table 1 : Notation describing platform diversity system
• the migration models include random with repeat, random without repeat, and periodic permutation
We will define the abstract model of a temporal platform diversity system S as a system that migrates through a finite fixed collection of states {si}. Each state either has or does not have a property exploitable by the attacker which we call vulnerable. In the first approximation to the model we assume that the states are fully independent. We will use the notation presented in Table 1 .
Attacker Aggregate Control
When the attacker requires only aggregate control, there are two main subcategories according to the attacker's payoff. The fractional case is trivially determined by the ratio of m and n. In the binary case, wherein the attacker wins by controlling a specified fraction of the vulnerable time, the defender may optimize via an initial subselection of states in a process reminiscent of gerrymandering. For example, if m = 3 and n = 2 and the attacker wants to control greater than 50% of the time, then the defender should simply expect to lose should all platforms be utilized. By contrast if the defender randomly subselects two then the defender can reduce the attacker's expectation of winning to
is the combinatorial choice function. Here the value of 2 as the number of platforms chosen.
Generally, if p is the percentage of time that the attacker requires for success and we subselect j platforms from the total m + n, then the probability of attacker success is
in the steady-state model.
Attacker Continuous Control
When the attacker requires continuous control, the defender can use the subselection strategy as above as well as leveraging conditional probabilities. These conditional probabilities are given in Table 2 .
Here, we observe that m m+n > m−j m+n−j so long as n and j are both greater than zero. As such, migrating without immediate repeat, while not influencing the fraction of vulnerable platforms selected, tends to reduce successful sequences. We note that the influence is greater when a smaller number of platforms is used. Our later experiment will use 3 vulnerable and 2 invulnerable platforms which is a sufficiently small number to have a strong influence upon the conditional probabilities.
This reduces to the Markov chain
which can be used to confirm that the steady state
Attacker Fractional Payoff Model
The steady state of attacker control of the system can be modeled using Markov chains with states I and V referring to invulnerable and vulnerable respectively. While the simple Markov model describing the transitions {I, V } −→ {I, V } describes the base behavior of the system, it does not naturally capture the notion of repeated vulnerable states. We can adapt this chain to one with a richer collection of states
which support runs of length n. The probability of invulnerable to invulnerable transition is given by
and the probability of vulnerable to vulnerable transition is given by
which has the (n + 1) × (n + 1) Markov transition matrix is given by 
This can be used to compute the steady state behavior of the system. If the attacker success begins after n steps then the steady state is given by the right most term in the eigen vector av ·
If the attacker success includes the steps leading to a run of n steps then we must also include vulnerable states weighted by the probability that they will become a run of n vulnerable states and the contribution to the run: the probability that IV n−1 will become V n is PV , the probability that IV n−2 will become V n is 2 · P 2 V and so forth. Reducing that equation, we find that the expected period of attack control L(n) is
which is one minus the percentage of time that the defender is in control.
Attacker Binary Payoff Model
In the binary payoff model with random selection (with or without immediate repeats), the attacker will eventually win so long as it is combinatorially possible in the same manner that a person flipping a coin will eventually observe a sequence of ten, or ninety-two, heads in a row. Here metrics might reasonably be based in the mean time until attacker victory. These can be analyzed in a fashion similar to the steady state model:
. We can use this to evaluate the expected time L (n) to attack compromise as the probabilis- 
The full derivation can be found in Appendix A. Hence, in scenarios such as 'crash the satellite', Eq. (1) computes the expected time before the adversary is able to take down the service.
Finite Duration
While the effect of a finite duration scenario with random attacker starting time does not strictly concern temporal platform diversity systems, the effect needs to be explained in order to interpret the experimental results. Let d be the duration of the trial, a be the period that the attacker must be present.
Then the probability that the attack succeeds is given by
As a function of a, the variable region is a line of slope − a s . This is approximated by the graph with one platform where there the only deterministic influence is this window of opportunity (see Figure 4 ).
Fractional Effect
The final deterministic effect is a sort of fractional effect which occurs when the required attacker duration a passes between various multiples of the duration of each platform. For example, if the duration of the attacker passes from being a bit less than a single platform duration to a bit more, then the random selection process means that instead of a single vulnerable platform showing up, two need to show up consecutively. The same thing happens as we transition from two to three and so on. The result is a sort of downward step in the graphs which is smoothed but the the initial attack step (e.g. if there is one vulnerable state but the attacker arrives in its middle, it might be an inadequate duration for the attacker).
Specific examples of attacks for this form will be given in ... The fractional effect can be observed in our experiments in Figure 4 .
EXPERIMENTS 5.1 Experiment Setup
To perform the experiments, a notional application with C back-end and GUI front-end has been ported to Talent. On the test bed, we have a pool of five different platforms: Fedora on x86, Gentoo on x86, Debian on x86 64, FreeBSD on x86, and CentOS on x86. The application runs for a random amount of time on a platform before migrating to a different one (i.e. inter-migration delay).
The attacker's goal is to control the active platform for some time T . Since in a real scenario the vulnerability of the platform is unknown, we may consecutively migrate to multiple vulnerable platforms, in which case the attacker wins. To implement this scenario on the test bed, we launch two real exploits against Talent. The first is the TCP MAXSEG exploit which triggers a divide by zero vulnerability in net/ ipv4/tcp.c (CVE-2010-4165) to perform a DoS attack on the platform. Only the Gentoo platform is vulnerable to this attack. The second attack is the Socket Pairs exploit which triggers a garbage collection vulnerability in net/unix/ garbage.c (CVE-2010-4249) to saturates the CPU usage and file descriptors. The Fedora and CentOS platforms are vulnerable to this attack. Our Debian and FreeBSD platforms are not vulnerable to these exploits.
In each configuration, we select N ∈ (1, 5) platforms. For each sample, the application randomly migrates across those N platforms without immediate repeat. In the case of N = 1 (baseline), the application remains on the same platform during the entire run. Without loss of generality, the intermigration delay (tmig) is chosen randomly and uniformly from 20-30 seconds. Although we have no reason to believe Figure 3 : A 3-platform sample that these are the appropriate values for a real-world application, we will show later that the actual values of the inter-migration delay (tmig) and attacker's goal (T ) are inconsequential to our experiments and can be parametrized.
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One or both exploits become available to the attacker at random times during each sample. As a result, zero to three platforms can be breached (zero when the exploit is not effective against the set of platforms and three when both exploits are available and Fedora, CentOS, and Gentoo are in the pool of platforms). When the exploit is launched, its payload reaches all of the platforms in the selected set at once (not one after another). This approach tries to model the behavior of network-based exploits that propagate to all machines within a network very rapidly. Each sample runs for 15 minutes, leading to 300 collected samples for each configuration. We also collect a central log which includes a timestamp, the status of each platform (up or down), and the active platform and a local log (for verification purposes) which also includes finer-grained CPU load for each platform. 
Experiment Results
We calculate the value of the metric, which is the percentage of time that the attacker is in control for longer than T and present these results in Fig. 4 . At the first look, they seem completely counter-intuitive. For small attacker goals (T ), fewer platforms actually perform better. This is due to the fact that in situations where the attacker wins quickly, more platforms present a larger attack surface. As a result, the attacker wins if she can compromise any of the platforms. In other words,
: Attacker wins iff any platform is vulnerable
For the baseline case (1 platform), there is no change in the platform, so the primary effect being observed is the finite duration effect discussed in Section 4.5. The one platform line, in fact, approximates Fig. 2 .
In addition, notice that the fractional effect (i.e. downward steps) discussed in Section 4.6 can also be observed for two or more platforms.
The value of diversity can only be observed for attacker . This is an important parameter when deploying temporal platform diversity systems; the inter-migration time must be selected short enough based on the service requirements of the system. For example, if the system has to survive and provide service within 5 minutes (i.e. the attacker goal is disrupting service longer than T = 5 minutes), the inter-migration time must be tmig << 5 min. In other words, 
OPTIMAL CONTROL
While understanding the optimal number of platforms will yield improved performance, the question of which platforms to deploy is of critical importance. Recall that in Section 3 we describe a threat model in which the defender has no knowledge of the vulnerability states of the available platforms. However, even if there exists some vague sense of 'platform A is more secure than platform B', it is not always the case that one should deploy platform A. The requirement for adversary persistence results in the system security being achieved through platform diversity.
As an illustration, suppose we have at our disposal three different operating systems -FreeBSD, Fedora, and CentOSand we are able to deploy any two of these in a platform migration system. It would be far better to deploy FreeBSD in combination with either Fedora or CentOS than leveraging the combination of Fedora and CentOS. This is because the latter two OSes are distributions of RedHat Linux and share much of the same kernel code and device drivers. As such, a vulnerability on Fedora is much more likely to exist on CentOS (and vice versa) than on FreeBSD, which is Unixbased but not a Linux distribution. Hence, a single exploit is unlikely to work on both FreeBSD and Fedora/CentOS; this increases the cost for an adversary to compromise the system. Note that the above illustrative example makes no mention of the security level of the individual platforms. Recall that the goal of the defender is not to globally minimize system vulnerability, but to prevent persistent vulnerability for a duration of length T . This is best accomplished by, at each migration time, assuming the current platform is vulnerable and migrating to a platform that is most likely to break the chain of adversary persistence. Intuitively, if the defender knows an adversary has been able to exploit some unknown vulnerability on the current platform, the proper course of action is to migrate to the platform least similar.
Let us formalize this notion by recalling S = {s1, . . . , sm+n} as the set of m + n available platforms and v(s) as a Boolean function specifying whether or not platform s is vulnerable to some available exploit. In general, this function is unknown. Without loss of generality, we discretize time such that an adversary needs to be present for K = T /tmig intervals, where tmig is the specified time between migrations. For simplicity of analysis, we assume that the time required to migrate platforms is negligible. This time is indeed unimportant for our analysis, however it would be if one were to optimize tmig, which is an area for future work.
Let us first study the case where K = 2, for which a firstorder Markov chain accurately models the system, then move to the general case. At each interval k, an optimal system will migrate to the platform which solves the following:
where s k ∈ S is the platform presented during interval k. Intuitively, this selects the platform statistically most diverse from the current one. This similarity can be defined in a variety of methods, such as common lines of code or shared modules. If there existed some mapping f : S → R 2 , Eq. (2) would be solved by selecting the point that is furthest away.
Solving the general case for any given K, one should assume each of the past K − 1 platforms have been vulnerable, and therefore exploited. As discussed in Section 4, this becomes a Markov chain of order K − 1, and the optimal platform at each interval k is determined by solving
(3) This formulation selects the platform that is jointly most dissimilar from the set of K − 1 prior platforms. Once again assuming ∃f : S → X = [x1, . . . , xn], where X ∈ R 2 , Eq. (3) selects the point which maximizes the area of the polygon constructed by joining the set of previous platforms
We note that Eq. (3) can be solved directly, without mapping to a Euclidean space, as there are several methods of computing area between points given just the distances between them. For example, with K = 3, Heron's formula can be used to compute the area of a triangle.
Deterministic Strategy
It is important to note that Eq. (3) results in a periodic scheduling strategy, which can be seen in Eq. (4). As each sample point xi is deterministically defined, there will exist a set of K points that form the polygon with the largest area. Regardless of which platform the system is initiated with, the migration pattern will eventually devolve into a periodic rotation across these K platforms. We note that this determinism is acceptable under the adversary model, as Table 3 : Code Similarity Scores, S(i, j), including device drivers the adversary launches exploits against all platforms simultaneously. Hence, randomization offers no benefit to system security in this case.
This relation is important to note, as the typical thought process has been that platform diversity is achieved through randomization. In fact, the opposite is true; randomization and diversity are two different criterion that are often orthogonal to one another. A strategy that optimizes for randomization would uniformly select from the available platforms, and would almost surely -as k → ∞ -select consecutive platforms that are highly similar and vulnerable to the same exploits. The logic behind this fact was discussed in Section 4.4. Contrarily, a strategy that optimizes for diversity returns a deterministic schedule which minimizes the probability of consecutive platforms with similar vulnerabilities, according to some measure of similarity.
SIMULATION
We now demonstrate the optimality of our presented control strategies through a Monte Carlo simulation, leveraging the pool of five platforms presented in Section 5 . We use the Measures of Software Similarity (MOSS) 1 [28] tool to compute a similarity score between each pair of operating systems. The results are presented in Table 3 , where each similarity is on a scale of (0-1) where 1.0 implies identical code and 0.0 implies entirely distinct code. The input for each operating system was the kernel code and a set of standard device drivers. As discussed earlier, one should notice that FreeBSD is highly dissimilar to the 4 Linux distributions presented.
During this simulation, we set K = 3, such that the adversary must be present for 3 consecutive time intervals. This could be viewed, for example, as T = 90 seconds with tmig = 30 seconds. Rather than require an extensive set of vulnerability exploits, we define our adversary by randomly selecting one of the five available platforms as vulnerable, v(s ). Next, we determine the vulnerability status of each other platform i by performing a Bernoulli trial with a probability of success equal to the similarity score between s and si. The intuition behind this setup is that the greater the similarity between platform code, the more likely they share a vulnerability. While this is not a direct mapping, the intuition enables a robust analysis, and different measures of similarity could be used.
During each of 500 Monte Carlo (MC) trials lasting 100 time intervals each, we select the vulnerable platforms in the above manner and evaluate three different methods of Table 4 : Mean vulnerability rate (1-AUC)
selecting which platform to migrate to:
• Diversity: Optimizing diversity through Eq. (3)
• Uniform: Uniform random selection at each interval from the fully available set without immediate repeat
• Random 3 : Uniform random selection of K = 3 platforms prior to the trial, then periodic rotation between them
In order to optimize diversity, we define Eq. (3) with Heron's formula to compute the area of a triangle, defining the distance between points as d(i, j) = 1 − S(i, j), where S(i, j) is the similarity score between si and sj given in Table 3 .
In Fig. 5 we plot the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the fraction of time the selected platform was vulnerable, computed across all 500 MC trials. In this plot, a curve trending towards the upper-right corner is preferred, as it demonstrates that a vulnerable system was presented less often. We see that optimizing diversity generally selects less vulnerable systems than either of the other methods; the mean rate of vulnerability for the three methods is shown in Table 4 . While diversity does show statistically significant improvement over other strategies, the conclusion from this evaluation would be that none of the strategies are particularly viable. Indeed, in Section 4 we determined that K was the optimal number of platforms to use, yet its performance is nearly identical to leveraging more. As discussed earlier, however, this is a flawed metric that doesn't represent this attacker model.
We now demonstrate the CDFs of the two metrics which are appropriate for evaluating the given threat models in Fig. 6 . First, we study the case for which a single compromise is considered success for the adversary and failure for the defender (e.g. 'Crash the Satellite'). In Fig. 6a , we plot the CDF for the time it takes before the system is fully compromised, that is, K vulnerable platforms are presented consecutively. Noting that these results are from the same trials as Fig. 5 , we see a significant difference in performance with the appropriate metric. Optimizing for diversity results in system compromise only 2% of the time, while uniform selection eventually results in system compromise in 79% of the trials. We note that because the diversity optimization strategy results in periodic scheduling, if system compromise is going to happen, it does so nearly instantaneously -either at k = K or shortly thereafter (once the deterministic solution is reached). This is due to the fact that the system can only be compromised if all of the platforms in the resultant solution are vulnerable; nothing changes after the solution is reached. The same can be said about the Random 3 strategy, but we note that performance is significantly reduced due to the increased probability of drawing 3 platforms that are highly similar. Contrarily, the Uniform strategy will almost surely result in system compromise as k → ∞, if there exists K vulnerable platforms in the fully available set.
Finally, we study the threat model for which an adversary achieves progressive gains the longer they are present on the system (e.g. 'Exfiltration over a Difficult Channel' and 'Sneak Past a Sensor'). Recall that in these scenarios, the defender loss begins -or continues -after the adversary is present for K consecutive intervals. As such, an appropriate evaluation metric is the fraction of time that the system is in a compromised state, which we plot the CDF for in Fig.  6b . Once again, optimizing diversity yields far superior performance to other methods. In 98% of the trials, the system was never compromised (note this matches Fig. 6a ), while in that other 2% it was compromised for the entire duration. Meanwhile, uniform migration results in system compromise on average 26% of the time, and only in less than 2% of the trials did it result in less compromise than diversity optimization (13% of trials when comparing to Random 3).
One can see that when evaluating with the appropriate metrics, the difference in performance becomes significant. This is important to take note of and emphasizes the need to develop a deployment strategy that is optimal towards the specific threat model of interest. Given the threat model requiring adversary persistence, deterministically optimizing for diversity shows superior performance to attempting to achieve security through randomization. We note that while the effects discovered in these simulations match the theoretical results presented in Section 4 as well as in the experimental results in Section 5.2.
LESSONS LEARNED AND DISCUSSIONS
Our work in analyzing and testing temporal moving target technologies has provided three main lessons.
The first is that the methodology of producing threat derived metrics, as in [23] , can be extended to evaluate base technologies. In the cases, technologies are designed to address a specific problem or set of problem. As such security technologies implicitly carry the set of threats which they are intended to address. These threats can be used to derive metrics.
While the threats addressed by temporal moving target technologies vary, there remains a certain similarity in the produced metrics and, perhaps more importantly, in the data needed to evaluate them. This allows the transformation of data gathered from one set of, potentially expensive or time consuming, tests in a specific usage scenario to different usage scenarios.
The second is the surprising result that security, as measured using the threat derived metrics, is not a strictly increasing as a function of diversity. Indeed, the minimal diversity required to cover the attackers required duration provides the optimal solution in the continuous requirement case. In the aggregate case, the optimal diversity is determined via a process similar to gerrymandering: that is that the attacker just barely loses in the majority of sub-selections.
The final lesson is that when we have information concerning diversity between individual platforms, the optimal result is provided by maximizing platform dissimilarity while minimizing the diversity in the sense of platform count. Indeed, even given knowledge of the probability of vulnerability in the various platforms, the most secure ensemble might not be comprised of the most secure individual members.
RELATED WORK
Various platform diversity techniques have been proposed in the literature. As mentioned earlier, The Self-Cleansing Intrusion Tolerance (SCIT) project rotates virtual machines to reduce the exposure time. SCIT-web server [4] and SCIT-DNS [32] preserve the session information and DNS master file and keys, respectively, but not the internal state of the application. The Resilient Web Service (RWS) Project [11] uses a virtualization-based web server system that detects intrusions and periodically restores them to a pristine state. Certain forms of server rotation have been proposed by Blackmon and Nguyen [5] and by Rabbat, et al. [21] in an attempt to achieve high availability servers.
High-level forms of temporal platform changes have been proposed by Petkac and Badger [20] and Min and Choic [16] to build intrusion tolerant systems although the diversification strategy is not as detailed in these efforts.
Compiler-based multivariant [12, 25, 27, 26, 13] and Nvariant systems [7] propose another way of achieving platform diversity.
Holland, et al propose diversifying machine descriptions using a virtualization layer [9] . A similar approach with more specific diversification strategy based on instruction sets and calling sequences has been proposed by Williams et al [31] .
Wong and Lee [30] use randomization in the processor to combat side-channel attacks on caches.
On the evaluation side, Manadhata and Wind [15] propose a formal model for measuring a system's attack surface that can be used to compare different platforms. Evans et al [8] develop models to measure the effectiveness of diversitybased moving target technique. They evaluate the probability of attack success given the time duration of attack probing, construction, and launch cycles and the entropy of randomness in the target system. They evaluate the impact of various attacks on moving target systems including circumvention, deputy, brute force, entropy reduction, probing, and incremental attacks.
Colbaugh and Glass [6] use game theory to analyze strategies for deploying moving target defenses against adaptive adversaries, concluding with the result that uniform randomization is optimal. While these results may seem counter to our own, they are not. Their threat model did not require adversary persistence and the defense strategy was designed to minimize predictability. Specifically, the more an adversary is able to observe a defense, they are more likely to adapt to it. In the case of temporal platform migration, this implies that the adversary will expend resources towards the development of exploits specific to the systems observed. While their adversary starts with no capabilities and develops them over time, we instead assume the adversary already has access to a full suite of exploits. One can view these analyses as complimentary, where [6] applies to the attacker/defender evolution, while the work we present here applies to the steady state.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have quantitatively studied cyber defenses based on temporal platform diversity. Although the experiments were focused on a migration-based platform diversity system, much of the analyses apply to any such system. Our abstract analysis has studied the major properties in a platform diversity system including the temporal effects, the payoff models, and the window of opportunity using combinatorics and Markov models. Additionally, the impact of finite duration and fractional effects has been studied. The experiments have collected data from a testbed implementation of such a system in which all of the abstract effects can be observed. The game theoretic analysis has studied the impact of preferential platform selection on the effectiveness of such systems and derived an optimal operational strategy. Finally, by simulating the model of the system, we evaluate the impact of different strategies on the effectiveness of temporal platform diversity.
Our results suggest that while platform diversity is useful for mitigating some attacks, it is of critical importance to understand the threat model one aims to defend against. Designing and deploying defensive techniques that have not considered the threat model may result in the illusion of security, when one may actually be increasing their attack surface. Moreover, coupling a platform diversity system with a control mechanism that uses optimal strategies can significantly improve its effectiveness. No one technology will defend against all attacks, so understanding the proper operation and strengths of a platform diversity system enables network defenders ensure that other techniques are deployed for areas of weakness.
The future work in this domain will focus on performing more experiments with such systems, extending the analysis to other platform diversity techniques and other randomization and diversity approaches, and analyzing the second order behavior such as adaptive adversaries who change tactics based on the deployed defenses.
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APPENDIX A. BINARY PAYOFF DERIVATION
Let Lv (n) be the expected length of a sequence beginning with a vulnerable state that requires n consecutive vulnerable states to fail. Let LI (n) be the equivalent construct for sequences beginning with an invulnerable state. Then the mean time until attacker victory is L(n) = Pv · Lv (n) + (1 − Pv) · Li (n). Due to the Markov property we know that 
